
MANUAL TO ATTEND THE FILTRATION SYSTEM  AUTOMATIC DEVICE 
 
The small automatic device serves manually or automatically to control the filtration pump 
run. 
 
The whole device is  is turned on by means of the main circuit breaker (current protector) so 
that we switch the protector into position I , while its opening results after pressing down the 
lever to position 0. Because of safety reasons on has to retest on a monthly basis the proper 
operation of the current protector by pressing down the push-button TEST T. The main circuit 
breaker must open immediately after the push-button has been pressed down. If it  has not 
been opened, the whole device must be switched off by means of the lever to position  0 and 
the faulty protector must be replaced by a professionally skilled person. 
 
 
FILTRATION  CONTROL 
 
The filtration system motor run is controlled on the switchboard face. The filtration continues 
to run if in the upper position I (for the purpose of application of a vacuum cleaner, washing 
sand in the filtration system or an immediate need to filter) up to changing over to position 0 
in which the filtration system motor is controlled by the switching clock depending on the 
time adjusted by you. Adjustment of the switching clock closing operation is carried out by 
pushing out the segments to position 1 = the filtration system motor runs; segments in 
position 0 = the filtration system motor does not run.Adjustment is possible after thirty (30) 
minutes (one segment = 30 minutes).  
 
The filtration system motor is protected by means of the motor circuit breaker marked the 
„FILTRATION C.B.“. 
 
The electrical device titled „SMALL AUTOMATIC DEVICE“ includes the closing and 
protecting features required for a safe and simple operation of your swimming pool. Since it 
involves an environment especialy dangerous from the viewpoint of safety and protection 
from accident caused by  electrical current , its repairs and asdsembly may be carried out only 
by persons with the required skills.  
Any interference with the device by any person without the required skills is forbidden.  
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